
Darkness was falling, and quickly, too. The 24th of December, 1914, carried reverberations of agony, 
loss, and fear from the long day into the mournful night. The previously bloody ground we had 
nicknamed ‘No Man’s Land’ was beginning to turn invisible as a blanket of snow, that had fluttered 
down from the heavens, covered the mud. Laying barely 50 metres from us were German soldiers, 
many of which were mini-figures in a war they too had been pushed into.  

Like any night, rations of dry biscuits and barely fresh water were passed around the group of 
Englishmen, who were huddled together and trying to escape the bitter bite of winter. Smoke from a 
myriad of pipes swam in the air, making it impossible to distinguish one bloodied man from the 
other. It was the occasional dry laughter from my allies, however, that choked me the most. Many a 
man had given up hope that the war would be over any time soon. ‘Home in time for Christmas,’ 
we’d been assured. This phrase was mocked, now. Long gone were the fresh-faced boys that had 
first signed up for the army. In their places stood men — harrowed by the hell they had stumbled 
into.  

Every so often the trenches would fall quiet. A sorrowful scream tended to follow, ricocheting off the 
walls and into the night, as a soldier awoke from a dream haunted by visions of pain that the fighting 
that day had brought. However, on this dreary night, the silence that hung in the air was not 
something anyone wanted to interrupt with a snarky comment, or even a cry. Such as the tobacco-
tainted smoke curled into our consciousness, making our eyelids heavy, a long sound tugged at the 
pits of our stomachs. Some men flinched, retrieving into holes they'd dug into the trench walls. The 
meagre echo of a German accent, having drifted over from the opposite trenches and now quickly 
filling our much quieter ones, was enough to send a broken man mad.  

“Stille Nacht, heilige Nacht 

Alles schläft; einsam wacht 

Nur das traute—”  

Their voices sang through No Man’s Land, replacing the sounds of gunshots that permanently rang in 
our ears with melodic echoing. Like an army of tanks, they hummed together in perfect harmony. 
Instantly, we recognised the tune: Silent Night. The timeless melody being sung from 50 yards away 
was home to many of us and dragged memories of merry Christmases out from the back of our war-
torn minds. From the corner of my eye, I observed a heavily bandaged man open his mouth. As he 
took a deep breath, a number of soldiers followed him.  

“— Holy infant so tender and mild,  

Sleep in heavenly peace.”  

Silence fell once again as our eyes met from across No Man’s Land. Helmets were taken off and 
raised in the misty air. We were the army of the undead, and we rose from our trenches. “Sleep in 
heavenly —” our voices were muffled by the sharp crunch of the snow beneath our boots. “— 
peace.” Men around me threw their heads back, howling into the melancholy night.  

Pushed into my cold hands, which were stained dark from a mix of blood and mud, was a quickly 
melting stick of wax. Just as the Trojan Horse had been pushed into the city, I was shoved forward 
towards the centre crowd of Germans. Captured in the flickering of the candlelight was the hesitant 
face of a German soldier. He had caught my eye, and nothing in the world would make him look 
away. Unable to help myself, I flicked my gaze downwards at the image he was seemingly ignoring. A 
breath caught in my throat. Laying barely five feet away from my own eyes were the decapitated 



bodies of not just German men, but my own. Their pupils glared up at us; in the daylight they would 
appear glassy, but in the pale moonlight and the flickering of the candle, they simply remained dull. 
Their mouths eternally encapsulated screams of defeat and pain; even if we tried to weld their lips 
shut we would be without success, as the frost had frozen their mouths open. I stumbled forward, 
brain telling legs telling feet to keep moving, keep moving.  

“Ein... Geschenk?” A gift? A small chuckle rippled back behind me, humour clearly being found in my 
poor, German accent. Our enemies looked confused. We stood, momentarily, as one. I was 
presenting to them, at the very least, a resource to guide them through the long, bitter night we 
were experiencing. Had we not have been on the battlefield, they may have accepted the candle as a 
present. A hand moved out in front of me to stop me in my tracks, pressing so hard into my chest I 
could feel the air leave my lungs. I flinched, expecting my opposition to knock me to the ground, 
leaving my body to lie in the cold as he would've done had we met a mere day or so earlier. Instead, 
his firm grasp moved up onto my shoulder pulled me forward into a hug. My shaky breath became 
visible in the air; it was almost as if shards of glass were being expelled from my mouth. His coarse 
uniform was rough on my cheek, subsequently leaving a harsh mark. Time was a playful master, 
stopping the clock to allow us to fester in this moment; he knew that by sunrise, the blood of one of 
us would stain the other’s hands.  

Today, he is my brother. Tomorrow, he is my enemy.  

In an instant he had pushed me away, moving on to embrace the next soldier. History books called 
that evening a dove within the bloodbath. We called it the etiquette of war. 

 


